ALL-IN-ONE SOLUTION

Service guaranteed to make customers smile

A package from MHZ

MHZ is on hand to cater to your every need with its full
service offering, taking care of every last detail until
you end up with the product of your dreams.

MHZ specialises in made-to-measure privacy, sun
and insect screen systems. We go out of our way to
put a smile on every customer’s face. And that’s what
guides us in all that we do – from the initial concept to
the finishing touches.

We promise you won’t be disappointed! So why wait?
Now’s the time to make the most of our all-in-one
package. You can rely on us to go the extra mile just
for you.
Are you interested in our full service offering? Or
perhaps you’ve got some questions for us? Please
don’t hesitate to get in touch with your MHZ technical
adviser – they will be more than happy to help you.

MHZ curtains
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MHZ Roman blinds

THE EXTRA MILE

As part of our new fabric collection – ‘Textiles by MHZ’ –
we are building on our portfolio of stitched fabrics
and providing you with an all-in-one service for Roman
blinds, panel blinds and curtains.

All-in-one solution

You can leave everything to us – we are here to offer you
advice, help you choose your fabric, sew your blind and
deliver a finished system that ultimately ticks all your
boxes.
Our signature MHZ quality shines through every time,
with our standards being defined by decades of
experience, exceptional craftsmanship, strict criteria for
materials and outstanding functionality.

for Roman blinds, panel blinds and curtains
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MHZ panel blinds

MHZ FULL SERVICE OFFERING
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EXCELLENT

ALL-ROUND ADVICE

FABRIC COLLECTION

SEWING

FABRICATION & TECHNOLOGY

MHZ is your trusty partner

For at home and beyond

Customisation with quality guaranteed

Individual requirements catered to

We are well aware that high-quality products and
expert advice are key to your success. That’s why we’re
always on hand with hints and tips to help you plan and
perfect your customers’ projects.

Our ‘Textiles by MHZ’ collection is centred around a
wide range of premium floor-to-ceiling fabrics including
sound-absorbing, dimout, blackout, bioactive, recycled
and lining fabrics with different functional properties as
well as fabrics produced exclusively for MHZ.

Our made-to-measure approach is about so much more
than just customisation. We fulfil individual customer orders by sewing products in line with high quality standards and the state of the art.

Every one of our products meets the highest of standards – even when it comes to system technology. As
part of our service, everything in your order will be
good to go when we deliver it to you. It will just be over
to you to take care of the installation for your customers.

• Briefing and advice on ranges of application,
technology and fabrication styles for Roman blinds,
panel blinds and curtains
• Easy-to-navigate catalogue arranged
by functionality
• Option to order retainers separately
• Answers to questions about bringing your customers’
visions to life

• Machining of floor-to-ceiling fabrics
• Flame-retardant, washable fabrics that are easy
to care for
• Varying levels of transparency
• Plenty of colours to choose from
• Fabrics produced exclusively for MHZ
• Collection lifespan of several years

• Sewing to create a wide range of fabrication styles
• Exceptional craftsmanship boasting the utmost
precision
• Sewing workshop featuring state-of-the-art machinery
• Professional fabrication for individual items and bulk
orders alike

• Various technical options for Roman blinds
• Curtain rails and rods for different ranges
of application
• System technology for panel blinds
• Fabrication and technical equipment
• Order ready for installation when delivered

